
        

                                             BEST PRACTICE - I     

                                                SHARP PLUS 

       (STUDENTS’ HOLISTIC APPRAISAL RECHARGE PROGRAMME) 

CONTEXT 

Dronacharya P.G College of Education  has  initiated a novel practice SHARP PLUS , 

a Students’ holistic Appraisal Recharge Programme for B.Ed and M.Ed. students.Our 

faculty has given their inputs for the SHARP PLUS programme.A  comprehensive 

proforma has been prepared, covering questions on all the aspects of student 

personality i.e academic, extra curricular ,interests, skills ,future plans and plan of 

actions and suggestions. The students are provided with a SHARP PLUS  proforma 

and are asked to diligently fill the proforma and attach a resume . They are instructed 

to come prepared for one to one session with the interviewer.The interview focuses on 

SWOT and facilitate better understanding of  the students weaknesses and potential 

strengths. The Duration of  Interview is 15-18 minutes  per student. The interview 

provides answers to their queries and facilitates  a better understanding of the future 

path to be undertaken by the students. 

OBJECTIVES: 

 To conduct a holistic recharge programme for B.Ed/M.Ed students. 

 To focus on development of  skill and personality development of students . 

 To acquaint them with their Strengths,weakness,Opportunities and threats. 

 To provide constructive suggestions for their improvements . 



 To incorporate feedback and valid suggestions  for college qualitative improvement. 

 

IMPLEMENTING THE PRACTICE 

Dronacharya P.G. College of Education has  initiated SHARP PLUS   holistic recharge 

programme for B.ED./M.Ed. students of the college.  The programme commenced  in 

the year 2013-14.More than 200 students have participated and have been benefitted by 

the SHARP PLUS programme.The students are provided with a SHARP PLUS  

proforma and are asked to diligently fill the proforma and attach a resume .They are 

instructed to come prepared for one to one sessionwith the interviewer.The interview 

focuses on SWOT and facilitate better understanding of  the students weaknesses and 

potential strengths. 

EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS/ TARGETS / BENCHMARKS/ IMPACT 

 SHARP PLUS Programme  has  become a SWOT analysis tool for  B.Ed./M.Ed. 

Students   . 

 SHARP PLUS  focuses on providing  holistic analysis  of strengths and 

weakness of the  students. 

 SHARP PLUS provides platform to the students to share their views and offer 

constructive suggestions. 

 SHARP PLUS offers students constructive suggestions  on skill and personality 

development. 

 

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED  

 Less  preparation time for students. 

 Preparation of resume and interview. 



 Lengthy questionnaire. 

 Analysis and  Interpretation of  data. 

 

RESOURCES REQUIRED 

 ICT Equipment 

 Interviewer/Expert 

 Stationery 

 Books  

 Photostat 

 CONTACT DETAILS 

    Asst.Prof.,  Dronacharya P.G . College of Education,Rait 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                



                                                      BEST PRACTICE - II 

 

 

BLOOD DONATION CAMP 

Voluntary Blood Donors are saviours of the mankind .Sang Bequest and  Rotaract 

clubs of Dronacharya College ,Rait  in association with Rotary Club  ,Shahpur 

supported by  Govt.Hospital ,Shahpur and Rajendera Prasad Medical College,Tanda 

has been organising Blood donation camps to spread awareness about  blood donation 

and  saving some one’s precious life. 

OBJECTIVE:  

 Creating the consciousness of valuing voluntary services.  

 Inculcating in the young minds about their voluntary actions which will save or 

change the life of an unknown person or sector.  Awareness of indispensable 

voluntary donation of blood at crucial times to save lives.  

 Importance of precious, spontaneous, volunteering proclivity of donating blood; 

thus making oneself humane.  

 Promoting the same congenial spirit in the peer group.  

 Assuring the availability of any group of blood and their components to the 

needy people at any time.  

 

 

The context  

Now the need of blood has been increasing every moment of a minute. It is required 

during the emergency occasions like accidents, surgeries, to cure the chronic illness 

and also in the treatment of cancer and the like. The noble act of donating blood 

periodically is a great human gesture. The message that donating blood voluntarily is 

an important part on humans to express their concern or caring for the lives of other. In 

this fast way of living life, regular voluntary and healthy blood donors are needed in 

large numbers to make generous blood donations. It is a great humanitarian service to 

assure the hospitals,in a remote village that the required amount of blood of all groups 

available at a call even in odd hours; Life is precious but saving that life is adorable.  



 

THE PRACTICE  

The college  Sang Bequest Club and Rotaract club motivate students to  

enthusiastically come forward to donate their blood to the needy in regular intervals. 

The college organizes blood donation camps and campaigns in collaboration with the 

voluntary social service organizations like Rotary clubs,Shahpur  and hospitals. The 

Rotaract club in our college  always come forward   for people who need blood.  

Blood Donation Camp in collaboration with Rotary Club Shahpur was organized on 

17th March, 2017. In the camp, 50 volunteers donated blood. Dronacharya  Sang 

Bequest Club  organized an International blood donor  Awareness campaign- 2017. 

The theme of International World Blood Donor campaign was "Give Blood, Give 

Now, Give Often". Dr. Surinder Nikhil Gupta ,District AIDS Programme Officer 

,CMO ,Dharamshala was the chief guest on the  occasion.Dronacharya Sang Bequest 

Club organised different activities  i.e.Slogan Writing, Painting and Declamation 

competition with the aim to spread awareness on the importance of donating safe blood 

and also ensure participation of every individual during emergency situations. 

A Declamation  and Painting competition was organised  for the students  of  B.Ed., 

BBA and BCA department .They presented their views on the theme ‘ Importance of 

Blood donation.’ In Painting competition, Simran from BBA secured 1st position, 

Suhana from B.Ed. secured 2nd position, Reeta from B.Ed. and Nisha from BBA 

secured 3rd position. In Slogan writing competition,  Manisha from B.Ed. secured 1st 

position, Akshu from BBA secured 2nd position, Tanu from BBA and Somu Koundal  

from B.Ed. secured 3rd position. In Declamation competition, Karishma from B.Ed. 

secured 1st position, Atul from BBA secured 2nd position, Amit from BBA and Rahat 

from BBA secured 3rd position. Executive director, Mr. B.S. Pathania ,Principal Dr. 

Parveen Kumar Sharma,Convener ,Sang Bequest Club Mrs.Shilpa Sethi and faculty 

members attended the event. Miss Vanjakshi Sharma proposed vote of thanks.  

Evidence of success:  

 

 International blood donor  Awareness campaign- 2017 was organized .The 

theme of International World Blood Donor campaign was "Give Blood, Give 

Now, Give Often". 



50 volunteers donated  blood in the blood donation camp . 

 Local Community is sensitized  to  spread awareness  about blood donation . 

 

Problems Encountered:  

 Lack of Awareness in volunteers about blood donation 

 Medical check up 

 Low blood level in donors 

RESOURCES REQUIRED 

 Bed sheets 

 Fruits 

 Provision of Glucose  

 Medical equipments 

 Support Staff 

 Medical Team from  the hospital 

CONTACT DETAILS 

 Dronacharya Rotaract Club and Sang Bequest Club , Dronacharya P.G . College of 

Education,Rait 

 

 

 

 


